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As an important branch of object detection, pedestrian detection has become one of 
the hottest topics in the field of computer vision. It has broad applications range from 
intelligent video surveillance, automotive driver assistance systems, advanced 
man-machine interface to human motion analysis. However, because pedestrian 
detection involves multi-disciplinary knowledge, and affected by many factors such 
as wearing, lighting, human pose, scale, view and complex background, it has not yet 
achieved satisfactory results. This paper we focus on the research on pedestrian 
detection in static images and there are two major innovations: 
1. Many pedestrian detection methods that based on entirety need lots of labeled 
data. In order to solve this problem, we propose a novel semi-supervised method 
which is based on transfer learning and just needs only a few labeled data. Firstly, we 
use sparse coding to learn a slightly higher-level, more succinct feature representation 
from the unlabeled data that randomly downloaded from the Internet. Then we apply 
this representation to the target classification problem by transfer learning. The 
experiments on MIT pedestrian database demonstrate that our approach can 
effectively describe the characteristics of pedestrian, improve the classification rate 
and even show great power when the labeled data is scarce. Transfer learning is a 
novel method and has great inspiration and reference in the future research. 
2. As a typical application of generalized Hough transform, Implicit Shape Model 
(ISM) is a novel object detection method based on patches. Aiming at the 
disadvantage of ISM, we propose the following improvements: (1) Use entropy to 
measure the voting uncertainty and exclude bad codebook entries; (2) For the 
shortcoming of codebook uniform weights distribution, we select positive and 
negative instances and convert the weights distribution problem to a max-margin 
optimization problem. The experimental results, gained on the two side view 
pedestrian databases of TUD and Chinese Academy of Sciences, show that the above 
two steps can greatly optimize the voting space and improve the correction rate and 
recall rate.   
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              （a）整体法     （b）部位法     （c）局部块法 
图1.1 静态图像行人检测三种主要思路 
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